Person 13 - View/Add/Update History - Pregnancies

The following preconditions must be met:
1. Successful log into MOHSAIC TB Disease application.
2. Search and select party
3. Expand History node

Business Rules
1. At any time when the system is preparing to display or saving information, the system may show a “Building … page…” or “Please wait…” message in the right section.
2. Comments/Notes cannot be edited. They can only be removed prior to being saved. Punctuation and upper/lower case is allowed for notes.
3. Users may add and edit information before it is added to the database, but cannot update after the person records have been saved. Some items may only be removed.
4. QA and Admin users may add and edit information before and after the person records have been saved. Some items may only be removed.
5. Error messages are shown in red above the section of the screen.
6. At any time when you click Cancel at bottom of screen, the screen is reloaded.
7. Update is not available if the client is not a female
8. Outcome Date must be within 45 weeks of Due Date
9. Baby’s date of birth must be same as the Outcome Date

Procedure 1: Click the Pregnancies node.
Expected System Response: The Pregnancies screen will appear.

Procedure 2: Follow steps below
   a. Enter Due Date if known
   b. Enter Outcome Date if known
   c. Enter Outcome
   d. Check Save as Sensitive (if appropriate)
   e. Click Add Baby (Go to Procedure 6 – Click Add to List – if baby has not been born or name is unknown).

Required Entries:
   ✓ Either Due date or outcome date must be entered.
   ✓ Outcome date is required to add baby
Expected System Response: Validation failed, messages returned.

Expected System Response: Validation passed, the pregnancy information is added to the grid.

Procedure 3: Enter baby name for search.
Expected System Response: Surveillance Search Results are returned.

**NO RESULTS**

**SURVEILLANCE RESULTS RETURNED**

Procedure 4: If baby is found, click on name link and go to step 6. If not, click Search MOHSAIC.

Expected System Response: The MOHSAIC Search Results are returned.

**NO RESULTS**

**MOHSAIC RESULTS RETURNED**

Procedure 5: If baby is found, click on name link and go to step 6. If not and baby name is known, go to Add Person Test Plan. The baby must be added prior to being associated with a pregnancy.
Expected System Response: The baby is added to the Baby Grid.

Procedure 6: Click Add to List.
Expected System Response: Validation failed, messages returned.

Expected System Response: Validation passed, pregnancy added to grid.

Procedure 7: Click Save
Expected System Response: The Data Saved for Screen is returned.

Procedure 8: Click on Pregnancies in tree.

Expected System Response: The Pregnancies Screen is returned.

Procedure 9: Click Edit in the grid.
Expected System Response: The pregnancy information is shown in the entry fields.

Procedure 10: Add/Change information (or remove baby) and click replace.

Expected System Response: The information is changed in the grid.

Procedure 11: Click Remove next to record
Expected System Response: A dialog box to confirm remove is returned.

Procedure 12: Click OK

Expected System Response: The record is removed from the grid.

Procedure 13: Enter comments and click Add to List
Expected System Response: The comment is added to the grid.

Note: Comments can only be removed prior to being saved to database.

Procedure 14: Click Save

Expected System Response: The Data Saved For ... Screen is returned.

Test Complete.